
High-performing internet you expect on land. Now at sea.

Maritime internet for leisure yachts



No other provider offers enhanced maritime 

connectivity like Viasat. Our game-changing 

technology delivers unparalleled bandwidth and  

no speed limits* for superior internet experiences  

that allow guests and crew to stream, browse,  

and watch movies just as they would at home  

or in the office.

Maritime internet for leisure yachts

 *    “No speed limits” means that there is no cap set on the speed delivered within a specific maritime plan. Speeds may still be limited 
by terminal equipment capabilities, network and environmental conditions, and other factors. “Typical” speeds are the speeds a 
terminal should usually experience under normal network and environmental conditions. Speeds are “up to,” are not guaranteed 
and will vary. Typical speeds range between 25 Mbps and 50 Mbps. However, peak speeds in excess of 100 Mbps are possible. 



Changing the game for maritime internet 

No other provider can bring high-speed, reliable internet to maritime like Viasat.

Advanced technology

Our powerful, high-capacity satellite 
network means more speed, data 
and performance while you cruise.

 › No hard data caps**

 › No speed limits 

 › An at-home internet  
experience at sea 

Unrivaled connectivity

We deliver fast, seamless  
internet for everyone on board.

 › Stream, browse, connect  
without interruption

 › Pay a fixed monthly price

 › Operates on proven  
Cobham SAILOR equipment

Best internet experience

Today’s guests expect the best –  
and we help you deliver it.

 › Keep everyone connected  
to work and family

 › Provide access to HD and 4K video 
streaming, movies, TV and sports

 › Get separate connectivity 
 links for guests and crew

Equipping your leisure yacht

Easy to install, low-profile equipment delivers more performance, reliability, personalization and everything  
great maritime internet should bring to guests and crew.

SUPERYACHTS (SAILOR 900)
 › Ideal for superyachts 

and large leisure yachts

 › 103 cm size

 › View specs: SAILOR 900 

MIDSIZE YACHTS  (SAILOR 600)
 › Ideal for midsize leisure yachts

 › 65 cm size

 › View specs: SAILOR 600

Viasat Marine Access System
 › Fully managed on-board  

networking solution 

 › Enjoy unmatched speeds  
from Viasat’s next-generation 
satellite technology 
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 **  Depending on the specific Viasat maritime plan, once you reach the data consumption threshold for that plan, your data will be prioritized behind other customers 
during network congestion. Please see page 4 for further details.

https://maritime.viasat.com/cobham-sailor-900.html
https://maritime.viasat.com/cobham-sailor-600.html
https://maritime.viasat.com/access-system-1000.html


Leisure plans tailored for you
Viasat Maritime airtime plans are tailored to meet your specific needs. Whether you have 5 guests and crew on board or over  
24 guests and crew, Viasat has a plan suited for you! 

Each one of your guests and crew will have the same at-home internet experience while at sea. Everyone gets to be connected! 

All plans feature no hard data caps, no speed limits and no overages. Remove any uncertainty about your airtime bill by receiving 
a fixed monthly price. We offer maximum flexibility with our Quiet Time plan for when the yacht is not in use.  

Viasat brings powerful and high-performing internet service without speed limits for an unrivaled connectivity experience at sea.  
Our high-capacity satellite network means more speed, data and performance while you cruise. 
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